HINGED HORIZONTAL CABLE MANAGER, 1 RU

HHCM-1

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Conceal patch cables while providing cable strain relief with the hinged horizontal cable managers. These 19” cable managers provide a strong, attractive method for organizing patch cords and maintaining the required bend radius. The hinged front panel has a magnetic closure and conceals cables dressed between components and cable chases. Ample cable pass-throughs provided for dressing cables above, below, to the sides and behind the cable manager. Finished in a durable black powder coat.

- Dresses cables between relay racks and other enclosures
- Multiple pass-throughs on top, rear, bottom and sides
- Solid face conceals cables from view
- Hinged face provides secure, easy access
- Durable flat black powder coat finish

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Finish: Black Powder Coat
Component Type: Horizontal

ASSEMBLY/INSTALLATION INFORMATION

Mounting Points: 2

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

RoHS: No
Greenguard: Yes

DIMENSIONS

Depth (US): 3.625
Height (US): 1.75
Width (US): 19
Rack Units: 1

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
CONCEAL PATCH CABLES WHILE PROVIDING CABLE STRAIN RELIEF WITH THE HINGED HORIZONTAL CABLE MANAGERS. THESE 19" CABLE MANAGERS PROVIDE A STRONG, ATTRACTIVE METHOD FOR ORGANIZING PATCH CORDS AND MAINTAINING THE REQUIRED BEND RADIUS. THE HINGED FRONT PANEL HAS A MAGNETIC CLOSURE AND CONCEALS CABLES DRESSED BETWEEN COMPONENTS AND CABLE CHASES. AMPLE CABLE PASS-THROUGHS PROVIDED FOR DRESSING CABLES ABOVE, BELOW, TO THE SIDES AND BEHIND THE CABLE MANAGER. FINISHED IN A DURABLE BLACK POWDER COAT.

Dresses cables between relay racks and other enclosures
Multiple pass-throughs on top, rear, bottom and sides
Solid face conceals cables from view
Hinged face provides secure, easy access
Durable flat black powder coat finish

FINISH: BLACK POWDER COAT
COMPONENT TYPE: HORIZONTAL

ASSEMBLY/INSTALLATION INFORMATION
MOUNTING POINTS: 2

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
ROHS: NO
GREENGUARD: YES

DIMENSIONS
DEPTH (US): 3.625
HEIGHT (US): 1.75
WIDTH (US): 19
RACK UNITS: 1

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
MATERIAL: STEEL

Material: Steel